INTERCLASS TRACK MEET SATURDAY

Bothomores Expected to Take Field Events From Freshmen—Outcome Uncertain.

The annual indoor track meet between the freshmen and sophomores promises to be held Saturday afternoon at the jails. The main event will be held at 2:30 P. M. sharp. No admission fee will be charged. The two classes will be very evenly matched in most of the events, and a number of good races should be pulled off. The entries are unlimited, as many taking part as desire can enter. Entries are restricted to those who have been taking regular track work, but anyone in either of the classes who wishes to may enter. The regular field events, i.e., the dashes, quarter, half and mile runs, the shot-put, high jump and pole vault make up the list of events.

The Tech track has a sore to be very close contest. Curtis and Smith are very fast men among those of the sophomores who will show up in the preliminary heats and are likely to be the ones who will run in the final heat against Adams and Lyonson of the freshmen. Curtis will be the one who is looked upon to take first in the 40-yard high hurdles, although Maier will make him travel a good, fast gait to do it. C. T. Quigley is about the fastest man in the two classes in the half-mile, and if he shows up as well as he did in the interference meet he started from the scratch with a big handicap to make up and finished among the first ten men, he ought to take first place. Hall and Hill are other formidable candidates against Thomas in the mile. The fight among the men in this event will be a race well worth seeing. All of these men have been running in excellent form this year and are good to get a lively pace and hold to it. Benson has had a trying time recently in indoor running this year, having run on the two-mile relay team, but in spite of this fact the race is sure to be very close.

In the field events, the Sophomores are looked upon to take the first place in the high jump, with Gordon of the Freshman coming along with second place to his credit. Proutis and Lawrence are regarded as the two principal contenders for the honors in the pole vault and the contest between these representatives of the two classes is looked upon as rather close. The shot-put will be thrown to O'Brien if he enters this event, otherwise to the Freshman. The entire list of events will be closely contested by the members of respective classes as they are quite evenly matched in all the events. The Freshmen can be looked upon as strong contenders for the longer track events, and the Sophomores for the hurdles and field events. This condition will undoubtedly balance up the points so that the scores of the two classes will be very close together.
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